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      As an alternative to gathering spatial information to map 

neighborhoods in the city, we might consider gathering sound as a way 
of describing the geography, green and otherwise. Issues of green-ness 

are only just beginning to be explored with each locale regarding itself in 

ways that only can evolve over time. One finds that each and every 
indigenous zone has its own definitions of green.   

To consider green sound as a part of our perceived environment 

has its roots clear back to the time of Julius Caesar, when the first noise 
ordinances were enacted. 

 

Starting points 
Noise-sound that is loud or not harmonious 

 

Sound- something heard or audible 
 

What standards of green-ness might be applied to aural experience? 

 
Is there collective maintenance of green sound scapes? 

 

How do the visual and the aural overlap? 
 

What about silence? Is it made on purpose? What function does it serve? 

 
In large metropolitan areas as Chicago, and in the developed world it has 

been said that sound simply happens. 



 

 
 

That sound happens seems like inevitability, a more relevant consideration 

at the dawn of the twenty first century is how does sound and noise 
come into being. How are noise and sound birthed or created.  

 

Around the country, and especially in municipalities, nearly all aspects of 
the environment are administered by civic and federal codes. Codes and 

standards are factors affecting how sound is born, particularly urban 

sound. . From the non existent to comprehensive  
The variety of degree of attention organized society pays to noise and 

sound in the environment varies widely.  

 
The work of the green mapping project along with its sound component is 

to perhaps affect the collective thinking as regards the environment. 

 
Contributing to the Green map project with sounds of places, people, and 

situations is as much a matter of regarding what already exists aurally as 

it is a matter of editing or negating the noise. Gathering sound bites to 
accompany the visuals on the web site will be a way of calling into the 

situation the viewer. Of placing them into an already complex place full 

of cultural, visual and technical information. 
 

Additionally, there seems to be the potential to use sound as a depiction 

of certain or imagined realities, sound environment generated in response 
to and with influence from the physical circumstance, dimensional and 

graphic images deciphered and or generated by sound data and 

information. 
 

 



Considerations 

Consider that the field of acoustic ecology has been active for       years. 
Consider that the first art field recordings began in Germany pre ww1. 

 

Consider that Marcel Duchamp and Marinetti collected and collaged sound 
around 1930.  

 

Consider that field recordings have all but become modern music in 
content and randomness, a gradual intermingling begun in the 1960’s  
 

Consider the freshest lineage of music concrete, artists and researchers 
working collaboratively, where the realms of the known value exist often 

times side by side with a modern pataphysics, a science of imaginary 

solutions. 
 

Consider that circuitry carries no less a mark than the chisel or pencil  

Symphonics forged by circuits, their characteristics appreciated 
as an old cello might be. 

 

What if we take into account that what appears before us and makes its 
ways to our ears may be only the tip of many proverbial icebergs. 

 

 
Process 

 

Consideration of the sound environment investigating resources that regard 
the sonic environment. 

  

 Considering the sound environment begins with what Murray Shafer 
calls ear cleaning, literally, learning how to listen, and has written a book 

of only exercises designed to facilitate aural perception. Of particular 



importance is taking the time to be quiet ones self, and slowly, over time, 

allow sounds one at a time to enter. The way we allow is to let our 
awareness discriminate between all the noises that we experience. Listen 

to the environment in all its detail. Take some time to catalogue the 

different sounds along with their characteristics, their source, your distance 
from the source, any cultural or historical observations will also be useful. 

We sometimes say and hear the phrase “ there’s something you don’t 
see every day”. As sound is born and goes extinct each and every 
minute, it is interesting to notice sounds that may be vanishing. Acoustic 

Ecology is a field that seeks to determine and catalogue vanishing sounds. 

This may be part of our job at the green Map site. You will be taking 
sound walks, journeys with the purpose of mapping acoustics and 

ambiences. How are sound and noise different? Is noise simply unwanted 

sound? 
 

Technicality 

 
You will be taking these sound walks for the purpose of recording the 

sound environment. For this you will need: 

 
A recorder 

Microphone(s) 

Headphones 
 

•The recorder 
 Use a recorder that has a preamp, in other words a way of 
adjusting the sound level as it is recorded. Too low a level, it cannot be 

heard, too high a level, the sound is unintelligible. The sound as web 

media does need to distinctive and as high a quality as possible. Micro 
dictation machines won’t do it, nor will anything with a built in mike, not 



even an Ipod. Currently at the disposal of students at SAIc are portable 

dat(digital Audio Tape) machines found at the Michigan media center. 
Walk in, pick up their very handy fact sheet, ask about getting authorized 

for the dat recorders, or as a group have Nadine schedule an 

authorization. 
The DAT machines are very good machines. Very good sound and 

preamplification with little noise from the machine itself. Unfortunately the 

dat is quickly becoming obsolete, being replaced by machines that look 
surprisingly like the dat only they record onto memory cards. DAT tapes 

can be purchased from the vending machine inside the Michigan media 

center lobby. 
During your authorization you will learn also how to charge the batteries 

for the dat, extremely important since you will be in the field. The dat 

batteries are as old as the machines and may let you down until you 
know which ones are freshest. In any case make sure you have at least 

two with you and that they are fully charged. The machine also runs off 

of ac power. There could very well be circumstances that allow for this in 
the field, such as a scheduled interview, plugging in the wall at a train 

station etc. It could be interesting to field record only in situations where 

plugging in is possible even if it is counter intuitive. 
 

• The microphone 

 Also in the media lab is a full complement of microphones. The 
easiest one to use for field recording is the cartioid stereo mic. They have 

several different types, some needing an authorization again. They also 

have some “shotgun” mics that are especially effective for recording very 
focused or farther away sound. The microphones all have their own 

characteristics and be aware the single most important element of getting 

clear detailed sound is the mic and its proximity to the sound. Lastly, 
consider purchasing, borrowing or making what are called Binaural 

microphones. These are microphones that look like headphones, some 



allow you to monitor(listen) to your levels while recording. Binaurals are 

great these days for recording discretely or secretly, but since they need 
their own power source are better suited to be used with a mini disc 

recorder. Mini disc is a great alternative to the antiquated dat machine if 

you have one that has a mic plug in it is great for field recording. 
 

•Headphones 
 Walkman headphones will work for monitoring while recording, 
however something that will block out the ambient noise will work better 

and be more comfortable 

 
• Web site interface 

 The Webmaster for your class will take the field sounds and embed 

them into the site. It would be most convenient to lay the sounds onto cd, 
either with help or in one of the media labs. Another alternative is to 

produce and edit the web tracks in a simple computer program called 

Audacity. Audacity is free for everyone who wants it and it works very 
well on windows and Mac. It allows you to capture only the audio you 

want from your hours of taping, as well as offering a complement of 

basic tools and effects. Likely the web audio tracks will be looped and no 
more than 10 to 13 seconds is recommended.  

As sound is integrated into the web site its efficacy and integration will 

become more clear. Immediately, adding sound to the maps opens up 
more channels for information delivery, and particularly has great 

potential for facilitating viewers on their journey through the 

neighborhoods. 
 
 
 
 


